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FACTORIZATIONS OF GROUP DETERMINANT IN GROUP
ALGEBRA FOR ANY ABELIAN SUBGROUP
NAOYA YAMAGUCHI
ABSTRACT. We give a further extension and generalization of Dedekind’s
theorem over those presented by Yamaguchi. In addition, we give a corollary
on irreducible representations of finite groups and a conjugation of the group
algebra of the groups which have an index-two abelian subgroups.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we give an extension and generalization of Dedekind’s theorem over
those presented in reference [10]. The generalization in turn leads to a corollary
on irreducible representations of finite groups. In addition, if a finite group has an
index-two abelian subgroup, we can define a conjugation of elements of the group
algebra by using the further extension of Dedekind’s theorem.
Let G be a finite group, Ĝ a complete set of irreducible representations of G over
C, and Θ(G) the group determinant of G. Θ(G) is the determinant of a matrix
whose elements are independent variables xg corresponding to g ∈ G. Dedekind
proved the following theorem about the irreducible factorization of the group de-
terminant for any finite abelian group.
Theorem 1 (Dedekind [8]). Let G be a finite abelian group. We have
Θ(G) =
∏
χ∈Ĝ
∑
g∈G
χ(g)xg.
Frobenius gave a generalization of Dedekind’s theorem. In particular, he proved
the following theorem about the irreducible factorization of the group determinant
for any finite group.
Theorem 2 (Frobenius [2]). Let G be a finite group, for which we have the irre-
ducible factorization,
Θ(G) =
∏
ϕ∈Ĝ
det
∑
g∈G
ϕ(g)xg
degϕ.
Let CG be the group algebra of G over C, R = C[xg] = C [xg; g ∈ G] the polyno-
mial ring in {xg | g ∈ G} with coefficients inC, RG = R⊗CG =
{∑
g∈GAgg | Ag ∈ R
}
the group algebra of G over R, H an abelian subgroup of G, and [G : H ] the in-
dex of H in G. The paper [10] gives the following extension and generalization of
Dedekind’s theorem that are different from the theorem by Frobenius.
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Theorem 3 (Extension of Dedekind’s theorem [10]). Let G be a finite abelian
group, e the unit element of G, and H a subgroup of G. For every h ∈ H, there
exists a homogeneous polynomial ah ∈ R such that deg ah = [G : H ] and
Θ(G)e =
∏
χ∈Ĥ
∑
h∈H
χ(h)ahh.
If H = G, we can take ah = xh for each h ∈ H.
Theorem 4 (Generalization of Dedekind’s theorem [10]). Let G be a finite abelian
group and H a subgroup of G. For every h ∈ H, there exists a homogeneous
polynomial ah ∈ R such that deg ah = [G : H ] and
Θ(G) =
∏
χ∈Ĥ
∑
h∈H
χ(h)ah.
If H = G, we can take ah = xh for each h ∈ H.
Here, we give a further extension of Theorem 3 and generalization of Theorem 4.
1.1. Results. The following theorem is the further extension of Dedekind’s theo-
rem.
Theorem 5 (Further extension of Dedekind’s theorem). Let G be a finite group,
e the unit element of G, and H an abelian subgroup of G. For every h ∈ H, there
exists a homogeneous polynomial ah ∈ R such that deg ah = [G : H ] and
Θ(G)e =
∏
χ∈Ĥ
∑
h∈H
χ(h)ahh.
If H is normal and h is a conjugate of h′ on G, then ah = ah′ .
Note that the equality in Theorem 5 is an equality in RH . Theorem 5 is proven
using an extension of the group determinant Θ(G : H). The group determinant
Θ(G : H) is an element of RH , and it is defined by using a left regular representa-
tion of RH . The left regular representation is reviewed in Section 2. In addition,
Section 2 gives two expressions for the regular representation and shows that com-
position of regular representations is a regular representation. These expressions
are helpful for describing some of the properties of Θ(G : H).
Above, we said that the group determinant is defined by using a left regular rep-
resentation. In more detail, we define a noncommutative determinant by using a left
regular representation and define the group determinant by using the noncommu-
tative determinant. We know that the noncommutative determinant is analogous
to the Study determinant. The Study determinant is a quaternionic determinant,
defined by using the regular representation ψ of the quaternions [1]. In Section 3
and 4, we describe the relationship between the noncommutative determinant and
the Study determinant and their properties.
In the next section, we define the extension of the group determinant Θ(G : H)
and give some properties of Θ(G : H).
In Section 6, we prove the further extension and generalization of Dedekind’s
theorem. In particular, Theorem 5 leads to the following theorem that is the further
generalization of Dedekind’s theorem.
3Theorem 6 (Further generalization of Dedekind’s theorem). Let G be a finite group
and H an abelian subgroup of G. For every h ∈ H, there exists a homogeneous
polynomial ah ∈ R such that deg ah = [G : H ] and
Θ(G) =
∏
χ∈Ĥ
∑
h∈H
χ(h)ah.
If H is normal and h is a conjugate of h′ on G, then ah = ah′ .
From Theorem 6, we have the following corollary on irreducible representations
of finite groups.
Corollary 7. Let G be a finite group and H an abelian subgroup of G. For all
ϕ ∈ Ĝ, we have
degϕ ≤ [G : H ].
In the last section, we define a conjugation of the group algebra of the group
which has an index two abelian subgroup. The conjugation comes from the non-
commutative determinant. By applying the conjugation, we arrive at an inverse
formula of 2× 2 matrix.
2. Regular representation
Here, we describe the left regular representation of the group algebra and give
two expressions for the representation. In addition, we show that a composition of
regular representations is a regular representation.
Let R be a commutative ring, G a group, H a subgroup of G of finite index and
RG the group algebra of G over R whose elements are all possible finite sums of
the form
∑
g∈G agg, where ag ∈ R. We take a complete set T = {t1, t2, . . . , t[G:H]}
of left coset representatives of H in G, where [G : H ] is the index of H in G.
Definition 8 (Left regular representation). For all A ∈ Mat(m,RG), there exists
a unique LT (A) ∈Mat(m[G : H ], RH) such that
A(t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im) = (t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im)LT (A).
We call the map LT : Mat(m,RG) ∋ A 7→ LT (A) ∈ Mat(m[G : H ], RH) the left
regular representation from Mat(m,RG) to Mat(m[G : H ], RH) with respect to T .
Obviously, LT is an injective R-algebra homomorphism.
Example 9. Let G = Z/2Z = {0, 1} and H = {0} and α = x0 + y1 ∈ RG. Then
we have
(x0 + y1)(0 1) = (0 1)
[
x0 y0
y0 x0
]
.
To give an expression for LT , we define the map χ˙ by
χ˙(g) =
{
1 g ∈ H,
0 g /∈ H
for all g ∈ G and we denote (i, j) the m × m block element of an (mn) × (mn)
matrix M by M(i,j). We can now prove the following theorem.
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Lemma 10. Let LT : Mat(m,RG) → Mat(m[G : H ], RH) be the left regular
representation with respect to T and A =
∑
t∈T tAt ∈ Mat(m,RG) where At ∈
Mat(m,RH). Then we have
LT (A)(i,j) =
∑
t∈T
χ˙(t−1i ttj)t
−1
i tAttj .
Proof. Let r = [G : H ]. Then we have
(t1Im t2Im · · · trIm)
(∑
t∈T
χ˙
(
t−1i ttj
)
t−1i tAttj
)
1≤i≤r,1≤j≤r
=
(
r∑
i=1
∑
t∈T
χ˙(t−1i tt1)tAtt1
r∑
i=1
∑
t∈T
χ˙(t−1i tt2)tAtt2 · · ·
r∑
i=1
∑
t∈T
χ˙(t−1i ttm)tAttr
)
=
(∑
t∈T
tAt
)
(t1Im t2Im · · · trIm).
This completes the proof. 
To get an another expression for LT when H is a normal subgroup of G, we
recall the Kronecker product. Let A = (aij)1≤i≤m1,1≤j≤n1 be an m1 × n1 matrix
and B = (bij)1≤i≤m2,1≤j≤n2 be an m2 × n2 matrix. The Kronecker product A⊗B
is the (m1m2)× (n1n2) matrix,
A⊗B =

a11B a12B · · · a1n1B
a21B a22B · · · a2n1B
...
...
. . .
...
am11B am12B · · · am1n1B
 .
If G = {g1, g2, . . . , g|G|} is a finite group. Then the restriction of the left regular
representation LG : G→ Mat(|G|, R{e}) with respect G is
LG(g)ij = χ˙(g
−1
i ggj)e
from Lemma 10. We often assume that R{e} = R, that e = 1 ∈ R. So, we can see
that LG is a matrix form of the left regular representation of the group G.
Let
P =

t1Im
t2Im
. . .
t[G:H]Im
 .
Thus, we have the follwing lemma.
Lemma 11. Let H be a normal subgroup of G, LT the left regular representation
from Mat(m,RG) to Mat(m[G : H ], RH) with respect to T , LG/H the left regular
representation from R(G/H) to Mat(|G/H |, R{eH}) with respect to G/H and A =∑
t∈T tAt ∈Mat(m,RG) where At ∈Mat(m,RH). Accordingly, we have
LT (A) = P
−1
(∑
t∈T
LG/H(tH)⊗ tAt
)
P.
5Proof. From Lemma 10, we have(
P−1
(∑
t∈T
LG/H ⊗ tAt
)
P
)
(i,j)
= t−1i Im
(∑
t∈T
(
LG/H(tH)
)
ij
tAt
)
tjIm
=
∑
t∈T
χ˙(t−1i ttj)t
−1
i tAttj
= LT (A)(i,j).
This completes the proof. 
We now show that a composition of regular representations is a regular repre-
sentation. Theorem 30 requires the following lemma.
Lemma 12. Let K ⊂ H ⊂ G be a sequence of groups, G = t1H ∪ t2H ∪· · ·∪ t[G:H],
H = u1K ∪ u2K ∪ · · · ∪ u[H:K], LT : Mat(m,RG) → Mat(m[G : H ], RH) the rep-
resentation with respect to T and LU : Mat(m[G : H ], RH)→ Mat(m[G : K], RK)
the representation with respect to U . Then there exists a unique representation LV
from Mat(m,RG) to Mat(m[G : K], R{e}) with respect to V such that
LV = LU ◦ LT
where V = {v1, v2, . . . , v[G:K]} is a complete set of the left coset representatives of
K in G
Proof. Let A ∈Mat(m,RG), r = [G : H ] and s = [H : K]. By definition, we have
A(t1Im t2Im · · · trIm) = (t1Im t2Im · · · trIm)LT (A),
LT (A)(u1Imr u2Imr · · · usImr) = (u1Imr u2Imr · · · usImr)LU (LT (A)).
Let (aij)1≤i≤r,1≤j≤r = LT (A) and (bij)1≤i≤s,1≤j≤s = LU (LT (A)) where aij ∈
Mat (m,RH) and bij ∈ Mat (mr,RH). Then we have
(aij)1≤i≤r,1≤j≤rupImr =
s∑
q=1
uqbqp.
We obtain
aijup =
s∑
q=1
uq(bqp)ij .
Therefore, we have
(Ati)uj =
(
r∑
p=1
tpapi
)
uj
=
r∑
p=1
tp(apiuj)
=
r∑
p=1
tp
(
s∑
q=1
uq(bqj)pi
)
=
r∑
p=1
s∑
q=1
tpuq(bqj)pi.
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On the other hand, obviously V = {tpuq | 1 ≤ p ≤ r, 1 ≤ q ≤ s} is obviously a com-
plete set of left coset representatives ofK inG. FromAtiuj =
∑r
p=1
∑s
q=1 tpuq(bqj)pi,
we have
A(t1u1Im · · · tru1Im t1u2Im · · · tru2Im · · · trus)
= (t1u1Im · · · tru1Im t1u2Im · · · tru2Im · · · trus)LU (LT (A)).
This completes the proof. 
3. Characteristics of image of representation when quotient group is
abelian
In the case of G/H is a finite abelian group, we have
LT (Mat(m,RG)) = {LT (A) |A ∈Mat(m,RG)} .
We define Jt by
Jt = P
−1
(
LG/H(tH)⊗ Im
)
P
for all t ∈ T . The following lemma will be used to show that B ∈ Mat(m[G :
H ], RH) is an image of LT if and only if B commutes with Jt.
Lemma 13. Let G/H be a finite abelian group and LT be the left regular repre-
sentation from Mat(m,RG) to Mat(m[G : H ], RH) with respect to T . Then, the
elements of LT (Mat(m,RG)) and Jt for all t ∈ T are commutative.
Proof. Suppose A =
∑
t∈T tAt ∈ Mat(m,RG) where At ∈ Mat(m,RH). From
Lemma 11, we have LT (A) = P
−1
(∑
t∈T LG/H(tH)⊗ tAt
)
. Therefore, we have
LT (A)Jt′ = P
−1
(∑
t∈T
LG/H(tH)⊗ tAt
)
PP−1 (L(t′H)⊗ Im)P
= P−1
(∑
t∈T
LG/H(tt
′H)⊗ tAt
)
P
= P−1
(∑
t∈T
LG/H(t
′tH)⊗ tAt
)
P
= Jt′LT (A)
for all t′ ∈ T . This completes the proof. 
Now we are in a position to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 14. Let G/H be a finite abelian group and LT the left regular represen-
tation from Mat(m,RG) to Mat(m[G : H ], RH) with respect to T . We have
LT (Mat(m,RG)) = {B ∈ Mat(m[G : H ], RH) | JtB = BJt, t ∈ T } .
Proof. From Lemma 13, we have
LT (Mat(m,RG)) ⊂ {B ∈ Mat(m[G : H ], RH) | JtB = BJt, t ∈ T } .
We will show that
{B ∈Mat(m[G : H ], RH) | JtB = BJt, t ∈ T } ⊂ LT (Mat(m,RG)).
7For allB ∈Mat(m[G : H ], RH), there existsA ∈Mat(m,RG) andBij ∈Mat(m,RH)
such that
B = LT (A) +B
′
where
B′ =

0 B12 B13 · · · B1[G:H]
0 B22 B23 · · · B2[G:H]
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 B[G:H]2 B[G:H]3 · · · B[G:H][G:H]
 .
From Lemma 13, we have B′Jt = JtB
′. For all p ∈ {2, 3, . . . , [G : H ]}, there exists
t ∈ T such that Jt(p,1) = tpImt
−1
1 and Jt(i,1) = 0 for all i 6= p. Therefore, we have
BqptpImt
−1
1 = (B
′Jt)(q,1)
= (JtB
′)(q,1)
= 0
for all q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , [G : H ]}. Thus, we have B = LT (A) ∈ LT (Mat(m,RG)). This
completes the proof. 
Theorem 14 is similar to a property of a left regular representation of quaternion.
Let H be the quaternions, C + jD ∈ Mat(m,H), where C,D ∈ Mat(m,C), and
C the complex conjugation matrix of C. Then we have (C + jD)(Im jIm) =
(Im jIm)ψ(C + jD), where
ψ(C + jD) =
[
C −D
D −C
]
.
Hence, ψ : Mat(m,H) ∋ C + jD 7→ ψ(C + jD) ∈ Mat(2m,C) is a left regular
representation. The following is known for the image of ψ [1].
ψ(Mat(m,H)) =
{
B ∈ Mat(2m,C) | JB = BJ
}
where
J =
[
0 −Im
Im 0
]
.
4. Noncommutative determinant and some properties
In this section, we give a noncommutative determinant and describe its prop-
erties. This determinant is analogous to the Study determinant. Hence, we will
define the determinant by using the regular representation of rings (group algebra).
Before defining the noncommutative determinant, we should remark that A ∈
Mat(m,RG) is invertible. Let H be an abelian group.
Lemma 15 (Invertibility). For all A,B ∈ Mat(m,RG), AB = Im if and only if
BA = Im.
Proof. LetAB = Im. We have LT (A)LT (B) = Im[G:H]. The elements of LT (A) and
the element of LT (B) are elements of a commutative ring. Hence, LT (B)LT (A) =
Im[G:H]. Therefore, LT (BA − Im) = 0. Since LT is an injective, we have BA =
Im. 
Therefore, we do not have to distinguish between the left and right inverses.
The noncommutative determinant is as follows.
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Definition 16. Let H be an abelian subgroup of G and L be a left regular rep-
resentation from Mat(m,RG) to Mat(m[G : H ], RH). We define the map Det :
Mat(m,RG)→ RH by
Det = det ◦ L.
Let T ′ = {t′1, t
′
2, . . . , t
′
m} be an another complete set of left coset representa-
tives of H in G. Then, there exists Q ∈ Mat(m,RH) such that LT = Q
−1LT ′Q.
Therefore, we have
Det = det ◦ LT
= det ◦ LT ′ .
Thus, Det is an invariant under change of the left regular representation; hence,
Det is well-defined.
Det has the following properties.
Theorem 17. For all A,B ∈Mat(m,RG),
(1) Det(AB) = Det(A)Det(B).
(2) A ∈Mat(m,RG) is invertible if and only if Det(A) ∈ RH is invertible.
Proof. Det is a homomorphism, because LT and det are homomorphisms. There-
fore, the equation (1) holds. Now let us prove (2). If A is invertible, there exists
B ∈ Mat(m,RG) such that AB = Im. Hence, LT (A)LT (B) = Im[G:H], LT (A) is
invertible. If Det(A) is invertible, there exists B ∈ Mat(m[G : H ], RH) such that
LT (A)B = Im[G:H]. Therefore,
A(t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im)B = (t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im)Im[G:H].
Thus, A is invertible. 
Next let us define characteristic polynomial of A ∈Mat(m,KG).
Definition 18 (Characteristic polynomial). Let H be an abelian group of G and L
be a left regular representation from Mat(m,RG) to Mat(m[G : H ], RH). For all
A ∈Mat(m,RG), we define ΦA(X) by
ΦA(X) = Det(XIm −A)
= det(XIm[G:H] − LT (A))
where X is an independent variable such that LT (XB) = XLT (B) and αX = Xα
for any B ∈Mat(m,RG) and α ∈ RH.
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 19. Let H be a normal abelian subgroup of G and ΦA(X) the characteristic
polynomial of A over RH. Then we have Φg−1Ag(X) = ΦA(X) for all g ∈ G.
Proof. Since fg : G/H ∋ tiH 7→ gtiH ∈ G/H is a bijection for all g ∈ G, for all
g ∈ G, there exists P ∈ Mat(m[G : H ], RH) such that
g(t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im) = (t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im)P.
Therefore, we have
Φg−1Ag(X) = det (XIm[G:H] − LT (g
−1Ag))
= det (XIm[G:H] − P
−1LT (A)P )
= ΦA(X).
9Here, we should remark that P−1LT (A)P ∈ Mat(m[G : H ], RH), since H is a
normal subgroup of G. This completes the proof. 
We denote the center of the ring R by Z(R). The following corollary will be
used in the proof of Theorem 30.
Corollary 20. Let H be a normal abelian subgroup of G and
ΦA(X) = X
m[G:H] + a(m−1)[G:H]X
(m−1)[G:H] + · · ·+ a0
the characteristic polynomial of A over RH. Then we have ai ∈ Z(RG) ∩ RH
for all 0 ≤ i ≤ (m − 1)[G : H ]. In particular, a0 = Det(A) and a(m−1)[G:H] =
Tr(L(A)) ∈ Z(RG) ∩RH.
Next let us prove a Cayley-Hamilton type theorem for ΦA(X).
Theorem 21 (Cayley-Hamilton type theorem). Let
ΦA(X) = X
m[G:H] + a(m−1)[G:H]X
(m−1)[G:H] + · · ·+ a0
be the characteristic polynomial of A over RH. We have
ΦA(A) = A
m[G:H] + a(m−1)[G:H]A
(m−1)[G:H] + · · ·+ a0Im
= 0.
Proof. From the Cayley-Hamilton theorem for commutative rings,
LT (A)
m[G:H] + a(m−1)[G:H]LT (A)
(m−1)[G:H] + · · ·+ a0Im = 0
and A(t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im) = (t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im)LT (A), we have
ΦA(A)(t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im) = (t1Im t2Im · · · t[G:H]Im)0
= (0 0 · · · 0)
Thus, we have ΦA(A) = 0. This completes the proof. 
The noncommutative determinant Det is analogous to the Study determinant.
Therefore, these determinant have similar properties.
The Study determinant Sdet is defined by det ◦ψ : Mat(m,H)→ C. The Study
determinant has the following properties [1]. For all A,B ∈ Mat(m,H),
(1) SdetAB = SdetASdetB.
(2) A ∈Mat(m,H) is invertible if and only if SdetA 6= 0.
(3) SdetA ∈ R. Hence, SdetA is a central element of H.
That is, Theorem 17 and Corollary 20 are similar to above properties.
5. Extension of the group determinant in the group algebra for any
abelian subgroup
Here, we extend the group determinant in the group algebra for any subgroup
and show that the extension determines invertibility in Mat(m,RG). First, let us
recall the group determinant.
Let G be a finite group, {xg | g ∈ G} be independent commuting variables, and
R = C[xg] = C[xg ; g ∈ G] the polynomial ring in {xg | g ∈ G} with coefficients
in C. The group determinant Θ(G) ∈ R is the determinant of a |G| × |G| matrix
(xg,h)g,h∈G, where xg,h = xgh−1 for g, h ∈ G, and is thus a homogeneous polynomial
of degree |G| in xg.
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Now let us extend the group determinant in the group algebra for any abelian
subgroup.
Definition 22 (Extension of the group determinant). Let G be a finite group, H
an abelian subgroup of G, α =
∑
g∈G xgg ∈ RG and L : RG → Mat([G : H ], RH)
a left regular representation. We define
Θ(G : H) = (det ◦ L)(α).
We call Θ(G : H) an extension of the group determinant in the group algebra RH.
If H = {e}, we know that Θ(G : H) = Θ(G)e. Thus, we can prove the following
lemma.
Lemma 23. Let G be a finite group, Θ(G) the group determinant of G, α =∑
g∈G xgg ∈ RG, and L : RG → Mat(|G|, R{e}) a left regular representation. We
have
Θ(G : {e}) = (det ◦ L)(α)
= Θ(G)e.
Proof. Let LG be the left regular representation from RG to Mat(|G|, R{e}) with
respect to G. From Lemma 10, we have
LG
∑
g∈G
xgg

ij
=
∑
g∈G
χ˙(g−1i ggj)xgg
−1
i ggj
=
{
xge g
−1
i ggj = e,
0 g−1i ggj 6= e.
Therefore, we have
LT (α) =
(
xgig−1j
e
)
1≤i≤|G|,1≤j≤|G|
.
This completes the proof. 
Let us explain how the extension of the group determinant determines invert-
ibility. Now the situation is that xg is an element of R for any g ∈ G. Hence, we
assume that
∑
g∈G xgg ∈ RG and Θ(G) = det (xgh−1)g,h∈G ∈ R. Accordingly, we
get the following theorem from Theorem 17.
Theorem 24. Let α =
∑
g∈G xgg ∈ RG. Then α is invertible if and only if
Θ(G : H) is invertible.
Obviously, Θ(G : {e}) = Θ(G)e is invertible if and only if Θ(G) 6= 0. Therefore,
we get the following corollary.
Corollary 25. Let α =
∑
g∈G xgg ∈ RG. Then α is invertible if and only if
Θ(G) 6= 0.
6. Factorizations of the group determinant in the group algebra for any
abelian subgroup
In this section, we give factorizations of the group determinant in the group
algebra of abelian subgroups. The factorizations compose a further extension of
Dedekind’s theorem upon the one presented in [10]. This extension in turn leads to
11
a further generalization of Dedekind’s theorem. Moreover, the generalization leads
to a corollary on irreducible representations of finite groups.
First, we give a number of lemmas that will be needed later. The following
theorem is well known.
Theorem 26. Let G be a finite group, Ĝ = {ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕs} a complete set of
inequivalent irreducible representations of G, di = degϕi, and LG the left regular
representation of G. We have
LG ∼ d1ϕ1 ⊕ d2ϕ2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ dsϕs.
Let χ ∈ Hom(G,R). We define F
(m)
χ : Mat(m,RG)→ Mat(m,RG) by
Fχ
∑
g∈G
xij(g)g

1≤i≤m,1≤j≤m
 =
∑
g∈G
χ(g)xij(g)g

1≤i≤m,1≤j≤m
where xij(g) ∈ R. Now we have the following lemmas.
Lemma 27. Let G be an abelian group, χ ∈ Hom(G,R) and A =
∑
g∈GAgg ∈
Mat(m,RG), where Ag ∈ Mat(m,R). If detA =
∑
g∈G agg, where ag ∈ R, we
have
det
∑
g∈G
χ(g)Agg
 = ∑
g∈G
χ(g)agg.
Hence, we have
det ◦ F (m)χ = F
(1)
χ ◦ det .
Proof. Let A =
(∑
g∈G aij(g)g
)
1≤i≤m,1≤j≤m
, where aij(g) ∈ R. Then we have
detA =
∑
σ∈Sm
sgn(σ)
 m∏
i=1
∑
g∈G
aσ(i)i(g)g

Therefore, we have∑
g∈G
χ(g)agg = F
(1)
χ (detA)
=
∑
σ∈Sm
sgn(σ)
 m∏
i=1
∑
g∈G
aσ(i)i(g)χ(g)g

= det (aij(g)χ(g)g)
= detF (m)χ (A).
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 28. Let G be an abelian group, H a normal subgroup of G, L a left regular
representation from Mat(m,RG) to Mat(m[G : H ], RH), and A =
∑
t∈T tAt where
At ∈ Mat(m,RH). We have
(det ◦ L)
(∑
t∈T
tAt
)
=
∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
det
(∑
t∈T
χ(tH)tAt
)
.
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Proof. From Lemma 11 and Theorem 26,
(det ◦ L)
(∑
t∈T
tAt
)
= det
(
P−1
(∑
t∈T
LG/H(tH)⊗ tAt
)
P
)
= det
(∑
t∈T
LG/H(tH)⊗ tAt
)
=
∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
det
(∑
t∈T
χ(tH)⊗ tAt
)
=
∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
det
(∑
t∈T
χ(tH)tAt
)
.
This completes the proof. 
Lemma 29. Let G be an abelian group, H a subgroup of G, L1 a left regular
representation from Mat(m,RG) to Mat(m[G : H ], RH), and L2 a left regular
representation from RG to Mat([G : H ], RH). Then the following diagram is com-
mutative.
RG
L2
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
Mat(m,RG)
L1

det
66❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
Mat([G : H ], RH)
det

Mat(m[G : H ], RH)
det // RH
Proof. Let A =
∑
t∈T tAt and detA =
∑
t∈T tat, where At ∈ Mat(m,R) and
at ∈ R. From Lemma 28, we have
(det ◦ L1)(A) =
∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
det
(∑
t∈T
χ(tH)tAt
)
.
and
(det ◦ L2 ◦ det ) (A) = (det ◦ L2)
(∑
t∈T
tat
)
=
∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
(∑
t∈T
χ(tH)tat
)
.
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We regard χ : G/H → R as χ : G ∋ g 7→ χ(gH) ∈ R. Accordingly, we have∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
det
(∑
t∈T
χ(tH)tAt
)
=
∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
(det ◦ F (m)χ )(A)
=
∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
(F (1)χ ◦ det )(A)
=
∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
F (1)χ
(∑
t∈T
tat
)
=
∏
χ∈Ĝ/H
∑
t∈T
χ(tH)tat
by Lemma 27. This completes the proof. 
Now we are ready to state and prove the further extension of Dedekind’s theorem.
Theorem 30 (Further extension of Dedekind’s theorem). Let G be a finite group
and H be an abelian subgroup of G. For every h ∈ H, there exists a homogeneous
polynomial ah ∈ R such that deg ah = [G : H ] and
Θ(G)e =
∏
χ∈Ĥ
∑
h∈H
χ(h)ahh.
If H is normal and h is a conjugate of h′ on G, then ah = ah′ .
Proof. From Lemma 12 and 23, we have
(det ◦ L2 ◦ L1)
∑
g∈G
xgg
 = Θ(G)e.
On the other hand, we have
(det ◦ L3 ◦ det ◦ L1)
∑
g∈G
xgg
 = (det ◦ L3)
(∑
h∈H
ahh
)
=
∏
χ∈Ĥ
(∑
h∈H
χ(h)ahh
)
by Lemma 28. From Lemma 29, we can build the following commutative diagram.
RG
L1
))❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
RH
L3
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
Mat([G : H ], RH)
L2

det
66♠♠♠♠♠♠
Mat(|H |, R{e})
det

Mat(|G|, R{e})
det // R{e}
Therefore, we have
Θ(G)e =
∏
χ∈Ĥ
∑
h∈H
χ(h)ahh.
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If H is a normal subgroup of G. From Corollary 20, we have
(det ◦ L1)
∑
g∈G
xgg
 = ∑
h∈H
ahh ∈ Z(RG).
Hence, ah = ah′ when h is a conjugate h
′ on G. This completes the proof. 
Now we are in a position to state and prove the further generalization of Dedekind’s
theorem. Let F : RG → R be the R-algebra homomorphism such that F (g) = 1
for all g ∈ G. We call the map F the fundamental RG-function. The proof is as
follows.
Theorem 31 (Further generalization of Dedekind’s theorem). Let G be a finite
group and H an abelian subgroup of G. For every h ∈ H, there exists a homogeneous
polynomial ah ∈ R such that deg ah = [G : H ] and
Θ(G) =
∏
χ∈Ĥ
∑
h∈H
χ(h)ah.
If H is normal and h is a conjugate of h′ on G, then ah = ah′ .
Proof. From Theorem 30 and the fundamental RG-function, we have
Θ(G) =
∏
χ∈Ĥ
∑
h∈H
χ(h)ah.
This completes the proof. 
From Theorem 2 and 31, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 32. Let G be a finite group and H an abelian subgroup of G. For all
ϕ ∈ Ĝ, we have
degϕ ≤ [G : H ].
Remark that Corollary 32 follows from Frobenius reciprocity[6].
7. Conjugate of the group algebra of the groups which have an index
two abelian subgroup
In this section, we define a conjugation of elements of the group algebra of the
group which has an index-two abelian subgroup.
First, we recall the conjugation of elements of H. Let z = x + jy ∈ H. The
conjugation of z defined as z = x−jy. The conjugation has the following properties.
(1) Sdetz = zz.
(2) z = z.
(3) z + z and zz = zz ∈ R = Z(H).
(4) zw = w z (w ∈ H).
(5) z = z if and only if z ∈ H.
We refer to the above for definition of the conjugation of elements of the group
algebra.
Let R be a commutative ring, G a group, H an index-two abelian subgroup of G,
T = {e, t} a complete set of left coset representatives of H in G, LT the left regular
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representation from RG to Mat(2, RH) with respect to T , and A = α + tβ ∈ RG.
We have
LT (A) =
[
α tβt
β t−1αt
]
and
ΦA(X) = det
[
X − α tβt
β X − t−1αt
]
= X2 − (α + t−1αt)X + αt−1αt− βtβt.
We notice that
(X − (α + tβ))(X − (t−1αt− tβ))
= X2 − (t−1αt− tβ)X − (α+ tβ)X + (α+ tβ)(t−1αt− tβ)
= X2 − (α+ t−1αt)X + αt−1αt− αtβ + (tβt−1)αt− (tβt)β
= X2 − (α+ t−1αt)X + αt−1αt− αtβ + α(tβt−1)t− β(tβt)
= X2 − (α+ t−1αt)X + αt−1αt− βtβt
= ΦA(X).
Therefore, we define the conjugate of A = α+ tβ by
A = t−1αt− tβ.
The following theorem follows from Corollary 20 and a direct calculation:
Theorem 33. For all A,B ∈ RG,
(1) A = A.
(2) A+A and AA = AA ∈ Z(RG).
(3) AB = B A.
(4) A = A if and only if A ∈ Z(RG).
We give the inverse formula of 2 matrix by conjugation.
Theorem 34. Let A,B,C,D ∈ RG. Then we have[
A B
C D
]−1
=
[
D B
C D
]
(αα− βγ)−1
[
α −β
−γ α
]
where [
α β
γ α
]
=
[
AD +BC AB +BA
CD +DC DA+ CB
]
.
Proof. We have [
α β
γ α
]
=
[
A B
C D
] [
D B
C D
]
.
From β, γ ∈ Z(RG), these elements α, α, β, γ are interchangeable. Therefore, we
can use the inverse formula for 2 × 2 matrix whose elements are in commutative
ring. This completes the proof. 
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